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Company
Introduction

Daewon has been trying to provide the customers with

better quality of products at best price based on the

pride of first grab production in Korea and

accumulated experience for last 30 years.

 

We experienced so many mistakes in leading localization

of grab when even its name was strange, but we could

place our place as No.1 company that produces grab in

Korea after all hard putting in a great deal of effort

without giving it up.

 

By now, every single product that the engineers with

experience of more than 10 years makes is the pride of

Daewon having craftsmanship.

  

We will make our company future of grab company as

one that has the tradition and never afraid of change for 

tomorrow.

 

We appreciate your support much and will spend our

effort on technology development for the customer

satisfaction. 

Hydraulic Grab
Bucket

Hydraulic Grab Bucket

Hydraulic Grab Bucket has the feature that is capable of 

remote controlling within the distance of 100m using a remote control

and controlling the degree of open as much as the desired level. 

It is most widely used because it has simple structure,

excellent durability and easy maintenance and economical regarding 

operating cost.

It is used to process coal or crops, limestone & other bulk materials.

It can be produced with the size of 5㎥ ~ 25㎥.



Motor/Engine
Grab Bucket

Manual Grab Bucket
/Orange Grab

Motor Grab Bucket / Engine Grab Bucket

Motor Grab Bucket & Engine Grab Bucket are suitable for the works

that require strong force and capable of be operated in narrow space

or indoor.

It can be operated by using wireless remote control or lever switch

or pedal switch and used to process coal or crops, limestone & other

bulk materials.

It can be produced with the size of 3㎥ ~ 25㎥.

Manual Grab Bucket
/Orange Grab

Manual Grab Bucket is operated by

crane wire and type of grab that is

widely used. It can be produced in any

shape according to request of

customers and its design& size become 

different according to the shape or 

weight of the object product especially. 

It guarantees more excellent quality 

through supplemen-tation on weak part 

or improvement of durability based on 

many years of experience.

It is mainly used for sand or coal, crop

or dredging.

It can be produced with the size of

0.5㎥ ~ 25㎥.



Motor/Engine
Orange Grab

Engine Wood
Grab
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  Motor Orange Grab / Engine Orange Grab

Motor Orange Grab & Engine Orange Grab are mainly used 

for steel scrapping and can be operated by using

wireless remote control or lever switch or pedal switch.

Main abrasion part is HB400. Its durability was improved by 

using abrasion resistant steel &abrasion resistant cast steel.

It has the feature that shows up the stronger force due to

application of outstanding cylinder size.

It can be produced with the size of 2.5㎥ ~ 12㎥.

  Engine Wood Grab

Engine Wood Grab uses the air cooling type engine whose 

durability is superior so that it can endure long time of work

in extreme environment and secures the safety of workers 

due to its operation by wireless remote control.

It is designed to minimize the damage of hardwood and

enable stable work.

It can be produced with the size of 2.5㎡ ~ 3.5㎡.


